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**Introduction**

Papers of a former professor of sociology at UMC. Includes correspondence, professional papers and student materials.

**Box List**

**Box 1**

Correspondence
- Africa—operation crossroads
- General, 1963-1987
- Gurewitsch, Dr. Eleanor
- Hendricks, Dr. Jon
- University of Chicago Press

Miscellaneous personal papers
- Résumé—Cowgill, Donald O
- Reviews, 1978-1987

**Box 2**

Byler Award materials
Correspondence
- Citations
- Cowgill—doctoral application
- Cowgill—personal
- Cowgill—vita
- Haley article
- Ingman book
- Reprint requests
- Reviews, 1979

Professional societies
- American Sociological Association (ASA)
- ASA—aging
- Association for Gerontology in Higher Educations (AGHE)
- Fulbright
- Gerontological Society
- Gerontology News
- Journal of Gerontology—editorial board
- Graduates
- Midwest Council for Social Research on Aging (MCSRA)
- Midwest Sociological Society (MSS)
- Missouri Gerontology Institute (MGI)
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Population Association of America, Inc (PAA)

Program Committee
- Dummy program
- Minutes
- Population—Boone County
- Progress Report
- Reports
- Task Force

Senior Center project
- Center
- Center steering committee
- City council action
- Financing
- Hearings—mailing list
- Mayor’s task force

Other centers
- Albuquerque, New Mexico
- Ames, Iowa
- Illinois directory
- Iowa City, Iowa
- Lebanon, Missouri
- Los Angeles, California
- Minnesota
- Minnesota—questionnaire
- Oak Towers (Columbia)
- Seattle, Washington
- Wichita, Kansas

Speeches—senior center

Box 3

Senior Center project
- Boone County Council
  - Boone County Council on Aging—focal point
  - Central Missouri Area Agency on Aging (CMAAA)
  - Missouri Gerontology Institute (MGI)
  - Regional Hospital, AMI

Resource material
- Carter, Phil—continuum
- Day Care study
- Gowans plan
- KSU—training module
- Multi-purpose Senior Center
- Needs assessment—Human Development Corporation, 1980
- Needs—Boone County, 1977
- Wichita questionnaire

Workshop
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Letter and form
Multi-purpose center
Needs assessment
Needs assessment—elderly, Boone County (MO), 1977
Program
Report
Reports from discussion group

Student Records and counseling materials
Advisees—inactive, B—H
Annual review
Correspondence
Dissertation guidelines
Evaluation of graduate students
Exams—comprehensive
Exams—demography
Exams—qualifying, 1973
Gerontology program
Love, James A
Patterson, Carl
Thai student association
Thesis proposals

Box 4
Student Records and counseling materials
Advisees—inactive, J—Y
Committees, 1984-1985
Graduate school and research notes, 1984

Box 5
Personal papers
Aging Around the World, Cowgill
Kansas Association for Aging in Higher Education (KAGHE)
Kansas Citizens Council on Aging (KCCA)
Speeches, Cowgill—notes
Summer internship with Missouri office of aging—report, 1974
Thailand—aging
Thailand—attitudes towards Southeast Asia
Thailand—report
Thailand—social and cultural development
White House Conference on Aging

Sociology Department personnel
Annual report
Benson evaluation
Biddle report
Biddle, E.H.
Brent, Ruth
Committee on Graduate Admission limitation
Dakin, Ralph
Department—faculty meetings
Department—scrapbook
Department—structure
Diamond, Tim
Ensminger, Douglas
Galliher—manuscript and critique
Gist, Noel P
Granberg, Donald
Hessler, Richard
Ingman, Stanley
Lionberger, Herbert F.
Mathis request
Matthews, Sarah
McNamara, Robert L
Neitz, Mary JO
Neutrality of University
Pinkerton, James R.
Role and scope
Tenure
University Club
Vaughan SEE Benson evaluation

Box 6
Aging—general
Achenbaum, W. Andrew
Acuff, Gene
Administration on Aging (AOA)—administrative papers
Aging—community surveys
American Public Health Association (APHA)—Montreal
AOA—case studies
AOA—position papers
Archive on aging
Attitudes toward aged
Bibliography—publications and reserve book list
Biological process
Blau, Sena Smith
Branson Retirement Center
Brent, Ruth
Brinkley, John R.
Census uses
Census uses—computer paper
Centenarians
Centers—gerontology
China
Clark, M. Margaret
Death
De-institutionalization
DEMOG—projection of the aged population
Demographic analysis—Missouri
Dick, Harry R.
Disasters
Disengagement theory
Dunn, Halbert
Economics
Education
Education for aging
Employment
Esquire—How to Get Old
Family
Family and aging
Foner, Anne
Gerontology
Golant, Stephen M.
Gowans Plan
Habenstein proposal
Older Americans Act, 1965
Rural almshouse population in Missouri

Box 7
Aging—general
Health
Health—national survey, 1975-1976
Homemaker services
Homes—care
Housing
Housing, shared—Extension Institute, 1982
HRAF (Human Relations Area Files)—conference discussion summary on
cross cultural research
HRAF—study
HRAF
Humanist
Instruments
Information and referral centers (IRR)
Indicators
Institute for Retired Professors
Koo, Jasoon—papers
Law
Leisure
Living arrangements
Longevity
Lopata, Helena Znaniecki
McKinney
Medical care
Mental housing
Mercurio—Italian monthly review
Midwest
Mindell, Q.
Missouri—aging in
Modernization
Mortality
National Archive
Nursing homes
New York State Committee/White House Conference on Aging, 1971
Nutrition
Parsons, Talcott
Participation
Peterson, W. A.
Philosophy
Pihlbald, C.T.

Box 8
Aging—general
Political participation
Programs
Queen, Stuart A.
Religion
Research
Retirement—course
Retirement
Retirement—preparation programs, Olson
Safety
Senate committee
Services
Sex life
Shanas questionnaire
Sigler, Jack E.
Social security
Social work
South Dakota
Status
Stereotypes
Suicide
Taxes—homestead
Television—aging
Transportation
Taxes
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Values
Values—Allport-Vernon scale
Vaughan—on aging
Visitor
Work ethic

Aging—conferences and meetings
Alternative Living Arrangements
Society for Applied Anthropology, 1971
AATP—Camdenton
AATP—Fenton
Area Aging Training project—Mt. Vernon
Area Aging Training project—Steelville
Atlanta, 1974
Centers
Cape Girardeau, 1975
Dallas, 1978
Delaware, 1981
Denver, 1974

Box 9
Aging—conferences and meetings
Des Moines, 1982
Duke University—workshop on aging
Duke, 1972
Family Relations—Missouri
Flynn
Gerontological Society—Los Angeles, 1965
Gerontological Society—Portland, 1974
Gerontological Society—San Juan, 1972
Gerontology International Congress
Indiana, 1986
International Organization
International Society of gerontology
Kansas City—faculty seminar, 1974
Kansas City—Governor’s conference, 1980
Kansas State University, 1981
KOPN’s Folly
Louisville, 1975
Louisville—papers
Manpower and aging
MCSRA—Kansas City, 1975
MCSRA—Kansas City, seminar, 1976
MCSRA—papers, 1972
MCSRA—Seminar, 1961
MCSRA—seminar, 1983
Miami—SAA, 1971
Michigan conference, 1960
Mid Missouri Council on Aging
Midwest Council for Social Research on Aging
Midwest Council—presidents’ file
Mississippi Valley Conference, 1959
NCOA (National Council on Aging)
NIA
NRTA (National Retired Teachers Association)
Oklahoma

Box 10

Aging—conferences and meetings
GSA—San Francisco, 1983
GSA—Toronto, 1981
Kansas Anthropological Society—Topeka, 1977
KCCA—Wichita, 1981
Nursing homes—Columbia
PAA (Population Association of America)—Philadelphia, 1979
Ratchford, C. Brice—testimony
Rolla, 1980
Rolla, 1982
Streib, Gordon F.
Testimony—1978
Thailand, 1979
Thinkshops
White House Conference on Aging, 1971
White House Conference on Children, 1970
Wichita State University—gerontology activities, 1976

Aging—major projects
Comparative Gerontology
Achenbaum, W. Andrew
Aging and the Amish—James A. Knight
Aging around the world—index
Aging—library material
Black Americans
Chapters II, IV, VI
China—Ralph L. Cherry
Cohn, Richard M.
Davis, Kingsley
Demography
Dowd
Earle, Leon
Economics
Family—Lillian E. Twoll
Ferraro, Kenneth F.
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Finley, Gordon E.
*Gerontology and Adult Human Development in Israel*
Goldschmidt
Haru
Hoebel
Kalau, Elisabeth I.
Manuscripts, 1983
Mexican-Americans
Miscellaneous papers
Outline and critiques
Segregation of the aged
Complete table
Manuscripts
Proposal
Reference material
*Residential segregation by age in American Metropolitan Areas*

Box 11

Aging—major projects

Comparative Gerontology
  Modernity
  Modernization
  Modernization—Finley, Gordon E
  Pampel, Fred
  Plath, David W
  Preindustrial
  Silverman, Philip
  Thailand—aging
  USSR
  Van Den Berghe, Pierre
  World Systems

Dependency Ratios
  Aging and dependency
  Aging and dependency—notes for revisions
  Aging and dependency—text
  Aging societies
  Cowgill—Aging and Dependency
  Cowgill—manuscripts
  Demography and aging
  Dependency and aging
  Economics of Aging

Lecture notes
  Aging for nurses
  Cross-cultural rating
  Disengagement of an aging activist
  Encounters with gerontology
Encounters, 1986
Future of population
Honors seminar
Ingman’s class
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
Migration—international
Migration—Lee, Everett S
Phelps-Stokes Fund
SOC 101—evaluation, 1978
SOC 301—Aging in various societies
SOC 301—Comparative Gerontology—outline
SOC 305—evaluation, 1979
SOC 305—mortality
SOC 316—notes
Social programs
Thai journal
Theory of Aging around the world
Urban problems

Box 12
Demography
Aging and family
Aging in various societies
Applied gerontology
Characteristics of old population
Death
Demography for aging
Future of aging
Harris Poll
Health
Housing
Income
Lecture notes, 1962
Leisure and volunteering
Minorities
Miscellaneous class materials
Myths of aging
Palmore test
Politics of aging
Psychology of aging
Psychology—miscellaneous publications
Religion
Retirement
Role changes
Schooling class
Sexuality in old age
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Soc 322—evaluation
Soc 322—introduction, 1981
Soc 468—evaluation
Soc 468—miscellaneous
Soc 468—seminar
Soc 513—gerontology
Soc 513—outline
Soc 545
Social security
Stratification
Theories of aging
Victimization

Box 13
Class materials
Death rate—clippings
Freedman fertility theory
Handouts
Evaluation forms
Population projections—Missouri
Soc 305
    Exams 1 and 2
    final
    papers
    population of the US
    syllabus
Soc 316
    Exam 1, 2
    Final
    Hauser statement
    Kinloch, New Haven
    Outline
    Project
    Springfield
    Urban exam final
Soc 322
    Bibliography
    Community Resources
    Disengagement
    Exams
    Life satisfaction scale
    Meals on wheels project
    Miscellaneous lessons, 1-7
    Tests 1, 2
    Tuckman and Lorge
    U.S. map
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Standardization of death rates
Toynbee, Arnold

Box 14
Miscellaneous
Abstracts from papers
Academic freedom
African politics
Anthropology—Pygmies
Bernard, L.L.—political sociology
Birch Society
Black Muslims
Blumer
Campus protests
Disorganization—social
Ethics
Etzioni, Amitai
Evaluation research
Fair Housing Ordinance committee
Gill, Derek G.
Gist, Noel P.
Goals for Americans
Goldschmidt, Walter
Granberg, Donald
Hall, Peter M.
International relations
Lionberger, Herbert F.
Lundberg, George A—Can Science Save Us?
Miscellaneous papers
Need
Papers from meetings
Population policy—Thailand
Professors—affluent
Psychology class reading notes—Bernard Washington University
Public opinion notes—King
Race
Race relations notes
Race, myth, reality
Riesman, David—Grant Esquire, 1960
Rogers, Marvin L.
Sociology class reading notes—Bernard Washington University

Box 15
Miscellaneous
Theory—American
Theory—European
Theory—Weber, Max
Theory—Simmel, Georg
Theory—Bougle, Celestin
Vietnam
War
Urban
Africa
African urbanization
Articles
Bibliographies—Council of Planning Librarians
Bibliography—urban, Gist
Centers
Columbia
Columbia—Blacks
Columbia—Seminar
Decentralization—retail
Ecological studies
Ecology
Ecology of Ibadan—Lyons, Dr. William
Gist, Noel P.
Immunization
Meadows, Paul
Mental health
Middletown—revisited
Miscellaneous papers
Mobility—addresses of newcomers
New towns
Pinkerton, Jim
Power structure
Race—demonstrations (Chicago, 31 Aug 1965)
Race—riots
Rhode Island, Providence
Segregation index, 1940
Social Ecology—San Juan Urban area, 1959
Wichita—daytime population

Box 16
Urban
Kansas, Wichita
Kansas, Wichita—charts
Miscellaneous student papers
Missouri, Springfield
Segregation—American cities, 1960
Segregation—Index, metro
Segregation—Index, rejoinder to Bell and Duncan
Segregation—Wichita, Kansas, 1960
Seminar—intercampus
Seminar—UMC, 1969
Shannon, Lyle
Skid Row
Social status—Holingshead index
Social—area analysis
Social—breakdown
Socio-economic status—Wichita, Kansas
Urban power structure—Wichita, Kansas
Urbanization seminar
What Makes a City Good
YMCA

Box 17
Demography
Brain drain
Census, 1970
Clark, Colin
College studies
Communication
Contraception
Distribution
Easterlin, Richard A.
Economic development
Education—aspiration
Education—population
Encyclopedia of SS—field of demography
Ensminger, Douglas
Estimation
Family planning—manuals
Family structure and fertility
Fertility
Growth of American families
Kennedy, R. E.
Lazerwitz, Bernard
Lee, Everett S.—migration
Life tables
McNamara, Robert L.
McNamara, Robert L.—migration
Migration—chronic movers
Missouri, Kansas City—population
Population—birth control
Population—census
Population—migration
Qualitative effects of population migration
Soc 305—miscellaneous
Box 18

Demography
Academy of Independent Scholars
Aging committee—Chancellor's
Copyright—aging and modernization
Hoffman book
Holmes—Revision
Housing authority
Housing authority—pet policy
Kansas projection
Living Arrangement—Boone County
Living Arrangement—grant
Living Arrangement—manuscript
Midwest Council for Social Research on Aging (MCSRA)
Miller, Sheila
Missouri Division of Aging (MDOA)
Missouri Earth Advocate
Mobility
PAA, 1975, 1977
Paleodemography
Pill
Politics
Population
Population—problems, seminar, 1936-1937
Population—seminar
Post-Doc—Mental Health program
Pregnancy testing
Prentice-Hall
Quality of life
Religion
Sterilization
Sunoo, Sonia
Thomlinson, Ralph
Transition—Losebky, David
Transition—Satin, Maurice S.
Zero population growth (ZPG)

Miscellaneous
Korea—health care
Halbur, Bernice
Hessler study
Lopata book
Tigges, Leann

Box 19
Miscellaneous
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Altergott, Karen
Brent, Ruth
CAS—books purchased for department, 1976
Cherry, Ralph
Correspondence
Cowgill—personal library
Davidson, Roy
Distinguished alumnus
Gibson, Robert D.
Gowans, Ann
Kamnuansilpa, Peerasit
Koo, Ja-Soon
Miscellaneous papers
Newsletters
Publications
Reports
Sriampai, Pissamai
Thai Student Association
Wadsworth—correspondence
Wang, Ring

Box 20
Miscellaneous
Aging and Dependency—Tokyo manuscript
China
Correspondence
Havighurst—interviews
International development of Gerontology
Japan
Newsletters
Papers on world system—perspective of aging
Publications
Reports